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                                                        BLANKET ROLL 
 

Remember that, starting with Grant’s overland campaigns of 1864, soldiers in the Army of the Potomac spent 
little of their time under actual battlefield conditions. Truly active campaigning of constant movement and 

temporary camps … and losing their knapsacks during the last battle drove the troops to only carry the 
essentials to get to the field of battle.  That meant that staying warm & dry became the essential along with their 

leathers. 
 

Preferably on the right shoulder so it doesn't get in the way of Shoulder or Support Arms, and does not 
obstruct the cartridge box. If rolled correctly, there should be no bulk on the top of the right shoulder that will 
get in the way of firing. Tied behind the left hip, loose enough not to be restrictive, but tight enough not to fall 
loose or swing when moving.  Of the two halves, the larger or heavier "bag" should be in the back. 
       
Rule #1: Nothing on your body should interfere with anything else on your body 

or with any Manual of   Arms evolution. 
Rule #2: Nothing on your body should interfere with anyone else in ranks in 

front, back, or beside you in any company evolutions. 
 
GENERAL 
When looking front-on at a fully accoutered soldier standing at attention, the only 
items of equipment that should be seen, aside from the straps for all his 
accoutrements crossing his chest, are his weapon, waist belt, cap box, bayonet, and 
the blanket, either behind his head on his knapsack or across his body if he is wearing 
a blanket roll. All other items are behind him and out of sight. 
 
 

Why All Those Knapsack Stuffers? 

Every time I show the contents of my knapsack to someone, one of the first responses is, "That's neat, but I'm 
sure they didn't carry all that stuff around with them." 'All that stuff' is required to maintain the soldier's body, 
his clothing, his leather, and his weapon in the manner prescribed by the Regulations. 

Remember that, until Grant's campaigns of 1864, soldiers in the Army of the Potomac spent little of their time 
under actual battlefield conditions. Truly active campaigning of constant movement and temporary camps only 
occurred during the weeks immediately before and after major battles.  Only so much of that time could be 
taken up with drill, fatigue, and other duties. During guard mounts, inspections, and parades, soldiers were 
expected to look their best. They occupied their time with cleaning and polishing their equipment so it would 
not fail when it was needed. With only so much clothing issued per year, and with any issued overage taken 
from a soldier's pay, it was in his best interest to keep his clothing and equipment in good order. And, even 
though bacteriological infection was not clearly understood, a connection had been made between dirt and 
sickness. Soldiers needed to keep themselves clean to avoid sickness, and the camps had to be kept clean to cut 
down or prevent all the critters that thrive on human filth. 

In reenacting it is rare to spend more than two nights in the field. We are too used to modern amenities, and 
some of us try to bring it all with us and then have difficulty keeping it hidden during the events. This is 
especially difficult in dog tents, which are supposed to accommodate two men, or three with a rear covering  
Each man was issued only one shelter half, one gum blanket, and one blanket - no more. Men sharing a tent 
could also share these items for extra warmth. Their use in the field is actually part of the living history 
experience, and an education to tourists. 
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From all this, it is apparent that "all that stuff" is an essential part of your kit. Keeping regulations in mind, go 
through this list. All of the items are essential for life in the field. 

Personal hygiene:  
1) Comb;  
2) Soap and a Towel (you don't need a terry beach towel the size of a tent, just enough to dry your face and 
hands);  
3) Razor (for shaving or trimming hair and beard);  
4) a Shaving Brush is not essential, but was a basic element of a man's toilet at the time. Ordinary soap can be 
used for shaving soap;  
5) Toothbrush (Tooth Powder, if you feel it is necessary, can be easily obtained and put in a period container). 

 

Weapons maintenance:  
1) Wiping and Cleaning Rags;  
2) Tompion (the "stopper" mentioned above).  
3) A little Bottle of oil would not be out of place. ("Rules" states that oil is to be used to prevent rust.);  
4) "Rules" also states that "fine flour of emery cloth" should be used to clean the exterior of the barrel.  
5) Musket Tool ("Rules" states that "Each soldier should have a screw-driver and a wiper ((a worm)), and each 
non-commissioned officer a wire tumbler-punch and a spring vice. No other implements should be used in 
taking arms apart or in setting them up.")  
6) Vent Pick, and, at the very least, each NCO should have a Ball-Puller as part of his kit.  
7) "Rules" also says to "Oil the stock with sperm or linseed oil.", but this can wait until you get home.  

 

Clothing maintenance:  
1) Clothing Brush (wool was brushed before dry cleaning was invented. Dip the tips of the brush in water and it 
does wonders cleaning dust and light dirt from your uniform.);  
2) Housewife Kit (it should include needles, thread, shirt buttons, extra brass uniform buttons, a piece of leather 
or a thimble for pushing the needle, and possibly scissors (a pocket knife will serve));  
3) Metal Polish for brass.  
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